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ABSTRACT

Article history:

Anonymity data for multiple sensitive attributes in microdata publishing
is a growing field at present. This field has several models for anonymizing
such as k-anonymity and l-diversity. Generalization and suppression became
a common technique in anonymize data. But, the real problem in multiple
sensitive attributes is sensitive value distribution. If sensitive values do not
distribute evenly to each quasi identifier group, it is potentially revealed to
sensitive value holder. This research investigated on how the high-sensitive
values are distributed evenly into each group. We proposed a novel
method/algorithm for distributing high-sensitive values when it forms
groups. This method distributes high-sensitive values evenly and varies
high-sensitive values in a group. We called our method as extended
systematic clustering since it is an extension of systematic clustering method.
Diversity metrics was used for evaluating our method. Experiment result
showed our method outperformed systematic clustering with average
diversity value 0.9719 while systematic clustering 0.3316.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
Privacy is an important issue in publishing microdata table, while microdata contains information
of individual dan identities data. An individual data covers three type of attributes that is called explicit
identifier (EI), quasi identifier (QI), and sensitive attributes (SA) [1, 2]. EI is an attribute that contains
an identifier such as name, employee number, or student identifier. Quasi identifier is two or more attributes
which potentially become identifier when anonymity is conducted, while sensitive attribute is attribute that
have a certain sensitivity value for person. In privacy preserving data publishing (PPDP), QI attributes
are generalized or suppressed for obtaining anonymity table. Some records that the QI attributes cannot
be distinguished formed quasi identifier groups. A table that contains some groups which each group has at
least k records is called k-anonymity table [3-7].
Table 1 shows a simple example of microdata table. Name is an explicit identifier, Age and Zipcode
are quasi identifiers, while disease is sensitive attribute. In k-anonymity, explicit identifier is removed
and quasi identifier is generalized and/or suppressed. Table 2 exhibits k-anonymity model of Table 1. In each
group, quasi identifiers are indistinguishable. As it is seen in Table 2, {age, zipcode} at group 1 contains
{21-25, 1****} and three records are similar. Age is generalized so that in one group they cannot be
distinguished while Zipcode is suppressed using ‘*’.
Journal homepage: http://beei.org
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A sensitive attribute is attribute that have sensitive values specially to person who suffer a serious
illness and the illness suffered tend to be embarrassing. In Table 1 and Table 2, disease attribute has flu,
cancer, HIV, bronchitis, and diarrhea. To some people, HIV and cancer are embarrassed disease then
someone who suffers from those could be shamed. The problem is when a group contains high sensitivity
values (no low sensitive values), simply adversaries can guess by his/her background knowledge,
that someone in such group is suffering disease with high-sensitive value.

Table 1. A microdata table
Name
AA
BB
CC
DD
EE
FF
GG
HH
II
JJ

Age
21
23
25
27
27
29
31
34
37
38

Zipcode
15321
17999
16330
16200
16200
16200
15217
15219
15211
15217

Disease
Flu
Cancer
HIV
HIV
HIV
HIV
Flu
Bronchitis
Flu
Diarrhea

Table 2. k-anonimity model
Group
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3
3

Age
21-25
21-25
21-25
26-30
26-30
26-30
31-40
31-40
31-40
31-40

Zipcode
1****
1****
1****
16200
16200
16200
1521*
1521*
1521*
1521*

Disease
Flu
Cancer
HIV
HIV
HIV
HIV
Flu
Bronchitis
Flu
Diarrhea

We found that in previous research, distribution of sensitive values did not consider as a serious
problem, as we describe in related works. Sensitive values distribution is an important aspect when quasi
identifier groups are formed. If a group contains same level of sensitive values more over same sensitive
values, then adversaries with his/her background knowledge can guess a sensitive value holder with high
probalility. As depicted in Table 2, if adversaries know someone’s age is 29, therefore adversaries know
exactly he/she in group 2, then he can guess that FF has HIV because all sensitive values in group 2 are HIV.
This research investigated on how sensitive values with high sensitivity is distributed evenly to each quasi
identifier group. If sensitive values with high sensitivity is not distributed, it will be lot of stack of those
in one group. This distribution should decrease the probability of guessing someone’s disease (high
sensitive disease).
Research on distribution of sensitive attribute’s values in anonymity is very rare. Some studies were
part of larger research therefore its focus did not investigate on it. Study conducted by Liu et al [8] was one
of some studies that focuses on distribution of sensitive values. Liu created an algorithm for distributing
sensitive values in multiple sensitive attributes. Sensitive vales are categorized into highly sensitive, which
having high sensitivity, and lowly sensitive value. Simply, he distributed a tuple based on number of
sensitive values of each quasi identifier group. If a tuple has a highly sensitive value, candidates of quasi
identifier group are those containing least high-sensitive values, otherwise all groups are candidate.
They proved that their algorithm destroyed association among sensitive attributes, but explicitly the did not
evaluate whether sensitive values are distributed evenly or not. A study by Zhang et al [9] also investigated
on how to distribute sensitive values to balance and meet the diversity. Unfortunately, Zhang did not measure
the diversity of sensitive values in the table, because his study concentrated to improve algorithm of
individuation k-anonymity, therefore he focused in measuring the information loss. Susan and Christopher
[10] also distributed sensitive attributes values. They applied advanced clustering algorithm (ACA) [11] to
distribute and cluster relevant sensitive attributes. But, it was to partition attribute and slice vertically not to
distribute highly sensitive values. A study by Ye et al [12] also distributed sensitive values but his study did
not categorize sensitive value based on level of sensitivity. Hasan et al [13] investigated multiple independent
data publishing. He set to distribute sensitive attributes value therefore group of quasi identifiers would not
contain many same sensitive values. The levels of sensitive values were not considered. Distribution
technique of sensitive attribute values following l-diversity [14] and t-closeness [15] is conducted in
an investigation for privacy protecting microdata publication based on distribution of conditional probability
and machine learning [16, 17]. The study was investigated for single sensitive attribute and multiple sensitive
attributes. The experiment shows a good privacy guarantee and better data utility. Otherwise, they did not
implicitly state the effect on distribution of sensitive values and did not categorized the types of distributed
sensitive values.
A study by combining method of bucketization between anatomy and generalization resulted
a better diversity of sensitive values in quasi identifier group [18]. Increasing of diversity ensure that threat to
the disclosure in microdata table is reduced. Investigation by Man et al [19] found that l-diversity can lead to
privacy leakage when the distribution of sensitive values is uneven. They grouped sensitivity rate of sensitive
values and put those by distributing evenly on each quasi identifier group. Unfortunately, their work is still
Extended systematic clustering: Microdata protection by distributing semsitive values (Widodo)
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not proved by experiment because they still have some insufficient theory. A distributional model of sensitive
values has been conducted for a main investigation [20]. This model is distributed evenly sensitive values
based on highly sensitive values in the primary sensitive attribute. It is a simple distribution on sensitive
values and experiment resulted high diversity of high sensitive values in quasi identifier groups.
Therefore, this research motivation is to distribute evenly high-sensitive values into quasi identifier
groups and to improve the variety of high-sensitive values in a group. The variety of high-sensitive value can
be reduced probability to guess and link a sensitive value to its holder. We called our method as Extended
Systematic Clustering since it extends systemtic clustering method in grouping quasi identifiers [21, 22].
Systematic clustering is considered as an excellent method in grouping quasi identifers because its systematic
way. We modify this method when it forms groups, sensitive value in tuple must be checked whether it
is high-sensitive value or not. The contributions of this research are, (1) we proposed a novel algorithm
for distributing high-sensitive values to each quasi identifier group, (2) we successfully implemented
our method in multiple sensitive attributes, (3) we categorized sensitive values and set it into sensitive
attribute categorization.

2.

RESEARCH METHOD
We conducted this investigation on microdata with multiple sensitive attributes. Briefly, this
research consists of three steps, those are pre-processing, processing, and post processing. Pre-processing
is to prepare and adjust the data as our method needs. Processing is to run extended systematic clustering
using the prepared and adjusted data. We also run a base line method for comparing the resut.
Post processing is to evaluate the result of experiment in processing steps. General step of our method
is described in Figure 1. The data and those three steps are detailly explained in next sub sestion.

Figure 1. General step of methodology

2.1. Data
We used Adult datasets from UCI machine learning repository. Adult datasets are chosen because
this data sets have characteristic as a microdata table. This data contains 32561 records and 14 attributes,
then after missing values are removed it remains 30718. We adjusted data as our method needs into
only 6 attributes.
2.2. Pre-processing
After downloading adult dataset from UCI machine learning repository, then we set the data to
satisfy requirement for microdata. Only six relevant attributes were taken from adult dataset. Structure of
adult dataset we used is shown in Table 3. The table consists of three quasi identifier attributes and three
sensitive attributes.

Table 3. Structure of microdata table used
No
1
2
3
4
5
6

Attributes
Age
Sex
MaritalStaus
Education
WorkClass
Occupation

Number of Unique Value
72
2
7
16
7
14

Role
Quasi Identifier
Quasi Identifier
Quasi Identifier
Sensitive Attribute
Sensitive Attribute
Sensitive Attribute
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We set primary sensitive attribute (PSA) as key in distributing sensitive value [20]. Before we
determined which attribute is PSA, two terms are explained first. Sensitive values are categorized into two:
a. High-sensitive value (HSV), is values of sensitive attribute containing high sensitivity, such as HIV and
cancer,
b. Low sensitive value (LSV), is values of sensitive attribute containing low sensitivity, such as flu
A sensitive attribute is set as PSA if there are more HSV than other sensitive attributes. PSA is used
as a base in distributing HSV, while others are adjusted. It means, when HSV is distributed, its distribution
is focused on HSV in PSA and when HSV in PSA is completely distributed, the rest HSV in other sensitive
attributes is distributed.
2.3. Processing (algorithm)
In this step, a process in sensitive attribute distribution is conducted. Systematic clustering
is adopted and adapted in our proposed method. Systematic clustering is a method in anonymizing table
using generalization and/or suppression in k-anonymity and l-diversity [21, 22]. The method is called
extended systematic clustering, since its basis method come from systematic clustering. Systematic clustering
aims to create quasi identifier efficiently. This efficiency is measured by its information loss. Systematic
clustering is deemed as a good method with minimum information loss because it is developed
systematically.
Extended systematic clustering aims to distribute evenly HSV in PSA into each quasi identifier
group in anonymized microdata table. This method is begun by sorting the tuples based on numerical quasi
identifier. Then, number of quasi identifier group is determined by dividing total of records by k, where k is
parameter in k-anonymity. Figure 1 shows algorithm of extended systematic clustering for multiple sensitive
attributes. The process c=n/k forms cluster C based on quasi identifier, that is 𝐶 = {𝐶𝑞1 , 𝐶𝑞2 , … , 𝐶𝑞𝑝 } where
𝐶𝑞𝑖 ∩ 𝐶𝑞𝑗 = ∅, and for all 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗 = 1,2, … , 𝑝, and 𝐶𝑞𝑖 ∈ 𝑇, |𝐶𝑞𝑖 | ≥ 𝑘.
From Figure 2, it is clearly seen microdata table as an input. Step 1 and 2 describe an early step after
data is set and adjusted to satisfy as microdata. The data must be sort first based on its numeric quasi
identifier. Then, a step to determine number of quasi identifier or class C is done. Step 3 to step 7 implements
basic systematic clustering to distribute records into each class for satisfying k-anonymiity. Step 8 checks
the record to distribute is HSV or not in its PSA. If in PSA is not HSV, then check in all LSVs. When this
record is HSV, put it into the group/class, if it is not HSV then skip. Step 9 and 10 are looping step. Step 10
ensures that each group in microdata has variety and maximum number of HSV is k-1. This step describes
that HSV is distributed well. The last step ensures microdata table at least in k-anonymity. If any groups do
not in k-anonymity, then it should be exchanged to meet this requirement. This exchange must be performed
from the closest group. It can be HSV and LSV, HSV and HSV, or LSV and LSV depends on variety
condition in a group.

Input : Microdata Table (T)
Output : Privacy Table with Multiple Sensitive Attributes(T’)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Sort all records (n) by their quasi identifiers
Let C=int[n/k], k is parameter of k-anonymity
Get randomly k distinct records r1,r2,…,rk from first 1 to k
Let Cij is jth element of ith cluster
For j=1 to k
For i=1 to C
Let Ci1=(ri+(c-1)k)th
If ri not HSV then skip
Next i
Next k
Check in each iteration max(HSV in QI)=k-1
CHECK FOR ANONYMITY LEVEL (K-ANONYMITY AND P-SENSITIVE)

Figure 2. Extended systematic clustering

To form a group (cluster), if n is the number of tuples, c is the number of clusters, k is parameter in
k-anonymity, and R is a collection of tuples with 𝑅 = {𝑟1 , 𝑟2 , … , 𝑟𝑛 }, then C can be formed (𝑟𝑖 + 𝑘)𝑡ℎ , (𝑟𝑖 +
Extended systematic clustering: Microdata protection by distributing semsitive values (Widodo)
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2𝑘)𝑡ℎ , … , (𝑟𝑖 + (𝑐 − 1)𝑘)𝑡ℎ , for one iteration, each group is filled by a record. In the next iteration
(𝑟𝑗 + 𝑘)𝑡ℎ , (𝑟𝑗 + 2𝑘)𝑡ℎ , … , (𝑟𝑗 + (𝑐 − 1)𝑘)𝑡ℎ where 𝑟𝑖 ≠ 𝑟𝑗 . Each time a record is entered (𝑟𝑖 + 𝑘)𝑡ℎ , starting
with the second iteration, the HSV should be checked on each C to avoid accumulation of HSV in a group,
therefore if i is the ith iteration, then the maximum number of HSV at the time of iteration (i=2,3, ..., n) in
each C is (k-1).
2.4. Post processing
Post processing is a step for evaluating the result. As mention in previous section, this work aims to
investigate on how to distribute evenly HSV into each quasi identifier group. Its result should be a group with
more varies of HSV and distributive HSV in a table. A group with 2 different HSV is better than a group with
2 similar HSV. A metrics called diversity metrics is used for measuring it [14, 23-25].
𝑑 = ∑ −𝑝𝑖 log 2 𝑝𝑖

(1)

In (1), d denotes diversity values, whle 𝑝𝑖 denotes probability of HSV lies in a quasi identifier
group. Probability of HSV explains the number of HSV variety occurrence in a group. The higher value of d,
the more vary HSV in a group. Total of d value indicates the vary of HSV in a microdata table. The higher
value denotes the higher vary in the table and indicates a good diversity of HSV. It is shown in (2).
𝑡𝑑 =

∑𝑑

(2)

𝑛

In (2) shows average of diversity value in a microdata table. td is table diversity, ∑ 𝑑 is total
of diversity value, while n is number of tuples. The higher td’s value denotes the higher vary
in the table.

3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, the results of research are represented and explained. We also discuss it as well we
obtain the result. The experiment result is performed our proposed method, extended systematic clustering
and compared with systematic clustering as base line method. Before we run our method, first we determined
PSA for being a basis in HSV distribution. Three attributes that is decided as sensitive attributes
are education, workclass, and occupation. The number of HSV in three sensitive attributes are education
7755, workclass 2541, and occupation 1370 respectively. This result leads education to PSA. Then, result of
our method is compared with systematic clustering due to systematic clustering still a good method in
forming group in anonymizing data. The experiment is performed in k-anonymity model with k values from
3 to 23. Result of two methods are shown in Figure 3. Detail values of our experiment are shown in Table 4.

Diversity Value: Systematic Clustering vs Extended
Systematic Clustering
1,4
1,2
1
0,8
0,6
0,4
0,2
0
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23
SC

ESC

Figure 3. Result of diversity value: systematic clustering vs. extended systematic clustering
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Table 4. Detail diversity values
K
SC
ESC
k
SC
ESC

3
0.18
0.5
14
0.37
0.99

4
0.19
0.56
15
0.38
1.08

5
0.23
0.71
16
0.37
1.09

6
0.27
0.76
17
0.39
1.19

7
0.27
0.84
18
0.38
1.18

8
0.3
0.92
19
0.38
1.1

9
0.34
0.9
20
0.38
1.13

10
0.32
0.95
21
0/38
1.15

11
0.33
0.93
22
0.4
1.14

12
0.35
1.05
23
0.4
1.15

13
0.35
1.1

Figure 3 shows the experiment result. Comparison with systematic clustering shows that our
proposed method is outperformed systematic clustering. From k=3 until k=23, in each point, extended
systematic clustering always has higher values than systematic clustering. This result indicates that extended
systematic clustering has more diversity in HSV and better performance. When k=3, systematic clustering
has 0.181 in diversity value, while extended systematic clustering has 0.504. The increament of k value
pushes diversity value to increase. Increament of extended systematic clustering is obviously seen higher
than systematic clustering. The cause that systematic clustering does not achieve better performance is this
method focuses in clustering a group with minimum information loss, it does not focus in distributing
and varying HSV. Since its difference is higher enough, then the average of diversity value ensures
the superiority of extended systematic clustering. Table 5 is explained it.
Table 5. Average of diversity value
Method
Extended Syst. Clustering
Systematic clustering

td
0.9719
0.3316

Table 5 describe the result of both method in evaluation using diversity metrics. The difference
between them is more than 0.6. This high difference also indicates the higher diversity in each quasi
identifier group. This higher diversity leads this table into higher model than k-anonymity. This can be
satisfied l-diversity or p-sensitive, though this needs to be proofed in next investigation.
The result of experiment shows our algorithm obtain good high of HSV in a microdata table.
This high diversity indicates a very good distribution of HSV. As we mrention in previous section,
this investigation aims to distribute evenly HSV into each quasi identifier group, and the result shows that our
purpose of this research is achieved. The distribution of sensitive values is important since it affects in
protecting a sensitive value from a disclosure. Table 6 shows Disease as a sensitive attribute has only HIV
values. If adversaries have a background knowledge that someone in this group with age 28, then he can
directly guess 100 percent that this one has HIV. It is different from Table 7.
Table 6. A group with no diversities in sensitive
attribute
Group
2
2
2

Age
26-30
26-30
26-30

Zipcode
16200
16200
16200

Disease
HIV
HIV
HIV

Table 7. A group with diversity in sensitive
attribute
Group
2
2
2

Age
26-30
26-30
26-30

Zipcode
16200
16200
16200

Disease
Flu
Cancer
HIV

Table 7 exhibits a group in microdata table with diversity in HSV. There are two HSV, that is Flu
and HIV. Another one sensitive value, Flu, is not an HSV but LSV because this value does not tend to be
disgraceful to someone. In this circumstance, adversaries have difficulty in guessing someone’s disease since
the variation of values in sensitive attributes. Adversaries can not ensure some one has cancer, HIV, or Flu.
Our method also ensures that in a quasi identifier group, the maximum of HSV is (k-1), while k
is parameter in k-anonymity. Its purpose is to minimize probability of adversaries in guessing HSV. Result of
experiment shows extended systematic clustering outpermed systematic clustering in diversity of HSV.
Therefore, exended systematic clustering has lower probability for adversaries in guessing sensitive values
which is linked to identities.

4.

CONCLUSION
Anonymizing table has an important role when a sensitive data is published. The problem in
anonymizing data using k-anonymity is still not pay attention in distributing high-sensitive value in sensitive
attributes. This iworks proposed a new method/algorithm in distributing high-sensitive values in microdata
with multiple sensitive attributes. The method is inspired by systematic clustering when formed quasi
Extended systematic clustering: Microdata protection by distributing semsitive values (Widodo)
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identifier group, therefore we called extended systematic clustering. We also introduced sensitive values as
high-sensitive values and low sensitive values. Our method aims to distribute evenly HSV into each quasi
identifier group. We also performed to vary HSV in a group. The experiment result shows our method
is outperformed systematic clustering. Extended systematic clustering has its superiority when it is measured
using diversity metrics. This result leads extended systematic clustering as a better method when our purpose
is to distribute HSV evenly into each group.
Extended systematic clustering shows better performance than systematic clustering, even its
difference value is high. However, it is conducted in k-anonymity model and not investigated yet in higher
privacy model. Therefore, our future work is to investigate this method in p-sensitive and l-diversity.
This is necessary because the higher privacy model brings data to better privacy.
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